Vanity Sink is simplicity itself. The clean, contemporary appearance is seamless, with integrated counter, sink and legs. Selection of sizes ranging from 24” to 72” in length depending on the bowl(s) selected. Standard height is 34” and depth is 18” or 22” depending on sink bowl(s) selected. Depending on the length selected, one or two sinks can be specified. Choose from a Parsons-style or Waterfall-style design as shown below, each giving the Vanity Sink a truly unique appearance.

A “floating” shelf (shown in above image) is also available in four lengths 24”, 30”, 42” and 48”. Each size measures 17” (D) x 3” (H). All are constructed in Engineered Solid Stone.

Any of the 12 bathroom sink bowls available for Counter-Sinks can now be selected for the Vanity Sink with either Parsons-style legs or Waterfall-style sides.

### Standard Features and Construction

- Engineered Solid Stone, material is solid through-and-through.
- Durable, non-porous material is easy to clean.
- Stain, mold and mildew-resistant.
- ESS is a mixture of ground natural materials and binding agents that are liquefied, poured and then hardened.
- Approximately 65% of the material is organic, including minerals mined from the earth, making it "Green".
- Utilizes a "Green" resin of combined renewable bio-derived and / or recycled content.
- Same material and color all the way through, with minor variations due to use of natural minerals.
- Five-Year Limited Residential Warranty.

### Vanity Sink Ordering Information

- Custom bowl placement is required for all models. Worksheet for bowl placement is available at mtibaths.com.
- See page G-85 for single bowl dimensional drawings or page G-89 for double bowls.
- Order form for single bowl models is located on page G-87. Double bowl order form is located on page G-91. Both forms are also available at mtibaths.com.
- See dealer zone price sheets for current pricing of Vanity Sinks and options.
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Vanity Sink Ordering Information:
• Double bowl Vanity Sink is available in up to 5 standard lengths with fixed depth and height.
• Custom bowl placement is required for all models. Worksheet for bowl placement is available at mtibaths.com.
• Order form can be found on page G-91 or online.
• See dealer zone price sheets for current pricing of Vanity Sinks and options.

Petra Vanity Sink 1 Model # MTCS-V801
Range 48” - 72”

Petra Vanity Sink 2 Model # MTCS-V802
Range 48” - 72”

Petra Vanity Sink 3 Model # MTCS-V803
Range 48” - 72”

Petra Vanity Sink 4 Model # MTCS-V804
Range 54” - 72”

Wymara Vanity Sink 1 Model # MTCS-V821
Range 48” - 72”

Alissa Vanity Sink Model # MTCS-V841
Range 48” - 72”

Halo Vanity Sink Model # MTCS-V861
Range 48” - 72”

continued on next page
Vanity Sink style
Choose from Parsons-style legs or Waterfall-style sides.

**Parsons** - featuring four legs with vanity open on all sides.

**Waterfall** - finished appearance on left & right side of vanity.